 Welcoming

2,531 first-time, first-year
and
448 transfer students
to UVM this fall.

Talent abounds.
The class boasts an impressive range of skills and backgrounds, from professional cinematography to internationally competitive snowboarding. They’re Eagle Scouts, entrepreneurs, National Hispanic Scholars, leaders in the LGBTQA community, and Olympic hopefuls.

For the fourth year in a row, the incoming class has set records for academic preparedness, boasting the highest SAT score in university history. In UVM tradition, a candlelight ceremony on the Green welcomed this bright new class to the Catamount family.

See the celebration in this video:
go.uvm.edu/welcome2022

ENROLLMENT RANGES:
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TALENT & PREPAREDNESS

212 Honors College students

1265 average SAT

35 Green & Gold Scholars

DIVERSITY & ACCESS

12% students of color

162 Catamount Commitment scholars, a program that covers tuition and fees for Pell-eligible Vermonters

TALENT & PREPAREDNESS

NATIONAL DRAW

ACADEMIC DISTRIBUTION

48% Arts & Sciences

13% Engineering & Mathematical Sciences

11% Agriculture & Life Sciences

9% Nursing & Health Sciences

8% Grossman School of Business

7% Rubenstein School of Environment & Natural Resources

5% Education & Social Services

22% Vermonters

all 14 Vermont counties represented